Call for Artists!!

*RusticGroove Dance* and *Mocha Dance Project* would like to invite all artists to submit works for their upcoming site-specific performance. “*Millstones*” is a dance work that is inspired by wartime stories and depictions of humans surviving major world conflicts (the holocaust, the Troubles in Northern Ireland, Sudan, Northern Uganda, the Civil Rights movement, World War II). The concert will take place at the Armory Arts Village in Jackson, Michigan on August 28, 2010. The Armory was a 19th prison, the first in Michigan. The Armory was recently converted into an artist residence and gallery. “*Millstones*” will take place in the great hall and embodies the architecture, history, and essence of this historic space. Artists interested in participating should contact Shauna at *dancemocha@yahoo.com* before Friday, July 9, 2010. Deadline for submissions will be Friday, August 6, 2010. Art pieces will be available for pick-up on Sunday, August 29, 2010. Works should reflect the theme of the evening, and speak to the humanity found within major conflicts. Specifically we are looking for pieces that address the question: How do humans cope and survive during times of extreme suffering? For more information regarding the site specific work go to *www.rusticgroovedance.org*.